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In the previous paper is highlighted a novel (co-)relationship

between Cancer-Microorganisms-Platelets (CMP), which deter-

Cancer and/or tumor per definition means swelling, a physical

change that Scientifically analyzed, based on the underlying mech-

mine main death cause of the most cancer patients [1]. Now af-

anism it is simply osmotic chemical changes of mismatched ratio

and/or synergistic manner, where death receptors, hypothetically,

PSW-ratio to hemostasis, chemically; the problem of cancer might

ter very delightful reactions to aforementioned paper I am going
to analyze more in details about CMP-cooperation in an additive

become activated and results in acute and/or sudden death of endstage cancer patients.

of triangle proteins-salt-water (PSW) could be caused. So simple

is it!. If one tries to make it easier for you with bringing back the
be solved, considerably.

In the other hand (Acute, sudden, silent) death means a vital

Recall there are different so-called guidelines and standards to

subject’s (-vital )organs die away, irreversibly. The death cause(s)

3. Surgery 4. Chemotherapy 5. Radiotherapy 6. Hormone therapy

Bleedings 3. (Thrombo-)emboli 4. Brain/ heart-lung/ kidney/ he-

treat cancer patients, which consist of 1.the certain differential di-

agnostics using 2.some (un-)sensitive tools and medical devices,
7. Water therapy etc. depending on cancer sort [2-5]. According

to the recent published statistical data of the different US and EU
cancer organizations (if one believes that they are correct data

presented) the survival chance of cancer patients after 5 up to 10
years is less than 5%, which means significant mortality and morbidity rate is 95% of cancer patients and that is not acceptable in

could be hundreds but to make it easy to understand it in the cancer
patients it might cause by 1. Thrombosis 2. (Massive uncontrolled)

patic ‘failure’ 5. Surgical blunders and 6. ‘Unknown’ processes. Ex-

traordinarily (3 of 6) say 50% of aforementioned causes are related
to the platelets’ (dis-)function, (ir-)responsiveness in circulation,
and metabolism.

One might speculate if we can build an Academic Hospital of

the 21th Century.

Platelets maybe in the next 3 to 5 years can safe 50 of 90% cancer

going on? Which factors cause all Medici and Basic Research Sci-

saving more than 1000 Billion of Euros insurance’s money, and pre-

World widely, the main concern is the question namely, ‘what is

entists (MBRS) to fail to manage cancer-progression toward death.
One might objectively thing that 1. lack of collaborations 2. lack of
frequent summits and meeting 3. lack of sharing correct data 4.

economic interests and another argues. 5 even Bioterrorism could
affect cure and care of the most cancer patients, however. Besides,

why our MBRSs don’t come anymore with new means that really

can solve the problem? and still (remarkably) Pharmaceuticals are
main MBRSs that are announcing proudly that they found at last,
the wonder middle to cure all cancers.

patients, who are dying in less than 5- up to 10 years now. World

widely, that is an estimation of 10 million patients annually. And
vent millions of unnecessary treatments and drugs abused.

Taken together, it is as simple as it says that we can survive

cancer if our MBRSs think harder and work together in a humanitarian-help-goals-setting, and not a commercially-based attitudes
(with all due respect for good ones). I am going to build an Academ-

ic Hospital of Platelets and try to manage CMP-related cancers and
subsequently, invest in blockade of the death receptors inhibition
technologies and know-how. How about you?.
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